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PRAISE FOR THE START-UP:-[A] intelligent and breezy novel... a beach read for Silicon Valley fans. Entertainment WeeklyShafrir has an easy and easy touch, but its take on gender politics in the workplace is sharp. This ruthlessly clever behind-the-scenes look of a New York start-up demands a sequel. —Kim
Hubbard, PeopleStartup is a dramedy-of-errors, a Shakespea shakespea thread of secrets, sex, misin communication, misogyny and money... Crack this open on the beach and you might just find yourself a little more enlightened when you get back to the workplace. —Lexi Pandell, Wired.com, 9 Essential Summer
ReadsStilling often evil, Startup is much more than mere satire; it is an intelligent and deeply empathetic novel really interested in exploring our way of life now. -Rumaan Alam, author of Rich and PrettyThis funny and empowering debut is full of strong women who transcend the labour drama, sexual politics and stupid
things that men are doing in their lives. It is a novel that could only trigger the official feminist of startup culture. If I was a tech brother, I'd be shaking in my hoodie. —Camille Perri, author of The AssistantsDo not buy this book. Don't open. Don't start reading it. Because if you do, I can assure you, you won't be able to go
down. I hooked up from the first page and found myself lost in a beautifully written fiction that echoes so succinctly from today's strange reality. Nick Bilton, special correspondent, Vanity Fair and author of Hatching Twitter: A True Story of Money, Power, FriIs there a satirist alive more brilliant, and more insightful, than
Doree Shafrir? That I went through Startup in a single day —ignoring the screams of my children and the dinging of my phone, laughing at the recognition of the fools of its characters—may not be as significant as the fact that this ridiculously compelling novel has haunted me, every minute, in the following weeks. If
you've ever lived in New York or worked in an office, you'll love this novel. If you like Tom Perrotta's novels, you'll love this novel. But also: If you're a sensitive human, you'll love this novel. Joanna Rakoff, author of My Salinger Year and A Fortunate AgeDoree Shafrir's Startup is like an exciting combination of Po
Bronson's Bombardiers and Jessica Knoll's The Luckiest Girl. Shafrir has put heartbreak and romance into the tickling clock environment of startups and the result is a modern-day, funny and perfectly observed document of our crazy times. Karl Taro Greenfeld, author of Triburbia and The SubprimesDoree Shafrir is so
spot-on in his observations about the world of technology that it is hard not to think that this novel should be telling the truth somehow it is. Sharp, compelling and expertly written. —Jade Chang, author of The Wangs vs. The WorldA funny, delicious and charming novel about the alternative reality of #divine. —Delia
Ephron, author of SyracuseWhen book tremendous. Funny, windy and charming. I think I finally understand the Internet and I'm happy and depressed. Gary Shteyngart, author of Super Sad True Love StoryExacting, though not without empathy, Shafrir makes even the most infuriating of his characters with an
unexpected humanity - the novel is a page-turning pleasure that packs a punch. Calling it expertly observed is a contempt. —Kirkus Reviews (Starred Review)Funny and unbridled, the cast of Shafrir is full of strong women who take over a world that boys still think is their own... [1] Acute debut novel.-GirlbossA
delightfully detailed satire. —Jenny Comita, W MagazineI went through Startup in two days. It could have been one, but I had to eat, sleep and feed my normal cat activities that turned into frustrating distractions while reading this book. Well observed and explained with a cracking wit, this debut is one of the best I have
read so far this year. —Amy Brady, Lit HubThe compulsively readable debut novel by Shafrir is funny, intelligent and so; it feels like a necessary reading right now, so perfectly deal with issues like insatiable media, the strange place where well-being and technology meet, and why white men suck so badly especially
when they have only a little power. Kristin Iversen, Nylon[A] page-turner, he said. —CosmopolitanA perfect representation of the culture and sexual politics of the industry. —Elle[A] very contemporary snail comedy, this is a joyous satire... good fun, dizzy, if you can put your iPad long enough to read it. -Moira Macdonald,
Seattle Times Move, Silicon Valley. Shafrir's satirical novel is set on the New York tech scene, where a cast of characters are swept up (and viral) from a mindfulness app called TakeOff. A technology writer, Shafrir makes incisive, cunning and all-too-real observations about the idiosyncrasies of the industry. This is a fun,
sucky, completely millennial read. —Elena Nicolaou, Refinery29, Best Beach Reads 2017While everyone is obsessed with followers, likes, retweets and comments, Shafrir intelligently dissects age, gender and labor policy. –Book listSome people call Startup a satire, but you get the feeling that there is very little air
between the novel and the alternately hilarious and disturbing reality of Doree Shafrir. —Adam Rathe, Town &amp;& Country In her debut, buzzFeed culture writer Shafrir skews a world she knows well - startup culture and outlets assigned to cover it. —Publishers WeeklyThe debut of the writer Shafrir is full of humour
and layers of truth as he exposes the belly of start-up culture. —Library magazinePart of the joy of reading Startup is to decipher which parts are based on facts and what fiction is, but even if you don't mind guessing who is who find the reading of a charming one. —Maris Kreizman, vulture: Explore the modern culture of
the workplace, while highlighting the strengths of the women who work—, this is a must read that you will not be able to demolish. —Alexandra Wilson, StylefoxFunny, hip and clever, Shafrir's Startup is cut through the world of tech startups and the children who run them. —Shelf Awareness Starred Review. Accurate,
though not without empathy - Shafrir makes even the most infuriating of his characters with unexpected humanity - the novel is a page-turning pleasure that packs a punch. To call it expertly observed is a contempt. - Shafrir's satirical observations, on topics such as non-stop snacking in the home offices, are often astute;
unfortunately, they are also often done several times. Moreover, in a novel that seems partly intended to highlight sexism in the tech industry, the object of the sexual harassment incident remains largely voiceless. However, this is a nice send-off that, unlike so many of the characters he portrays, is not taken too
seriously. - Publishers Weekly While everyone is obsessed with followers, likes, retweets and comments, Shafrir intelligently dissects age, gender and labor policy. Its highly studied cast of interconnected and true characters and fluid prose will appeal to Emma Straub's fans. - List of books Although often witty villain,
Startup is much more than mere satire; it is an intelligent, deeply empathetic novel genuinely interested in exploring the way we live now. - Rumaan Alam, author of Rich and Pretty This funny and empowering debut is full of strong women transcending workplace drama, sexual politics and stupid things men are doing in
their lives. It is a novel that could only trigger the official feminist of startup culture. If I was a tech brother, I'd be shaking in my hoodie. - Camille Perri, author of The Assistants Don't Buy This Book. Don't open. Don't start reading it. Because if you do, I can assure you, you won't be able to go down. I was hooked from the
first page and found myself lost in a beautifully written fiction that echoes so succinctly from today's strange reality. - Nick Bilton, special correspondent, Vanity Fair, and author of Hatching Twitter: A True Story of Money, Power, Friendship, and Betrayal That I tore through Startup in a single day - ignoring my children's
screams and dinging my phone, laughing at the recognition of the fools of their characters - is perhaps not as significant as the fact that this ridiculously compelling novel has haunted me , every minute, in the following weeks. - Joanna autora de My Salinger Year and A Fortunate Age Doree Shafrir's Startup is like a
thrilling combination of Po Bronson's Bombardiers and Jessica Knoll's Luckiest Girl Alive. Shafrir ha posat el desamor i el romanç en el rellotge de tic-tac tic-tac of startups and the result is a news document, fun and perfectly observed of our crazy times. - Karl Taro Greenfeld, author of Triburbia and The Subprimes
Doree Shafrir is so spot-on in his observations about the world of technology that it is hard not to think that this novel should be telling the juicy truth - and in a way it is. Sharp, compelling and expertly written. - Jade Chang, author of The Wangs vs. The World A funny, delicious and charming novel about the alternative
reality of startups #divine. - Delia Ephron, author of Syracuse The information about Startup shown above was first presented in The BookBrowse Review – the online magazine of BookBrowse that keeps our members up to date with the remarkable and high-profile books they publish in the coming weeks. In most cases,
revisions are necessarily limited to those that were available to us before publication. If you are the editor or author of this book and feel that the reviews shown do not correctly reflect the scope of the media opinion now available, please send us a message with reviews from the major media you want to see added. An
honest, witty and insightful memoir about what happens when your coming comes later than expected, from the co-host of the successful Forever35 podcast.Doree Shafrir was one of Gawker's first contracts and one of BuzzFeed's first editors; in both places, she was the author of countless viral articles. Just before she
turned forty, she published her first novel, and a year later, she gave up her journalism career and co-launched Forever35, a wildly successful self-care podcast. Despite all its success, Doree thinks of herself as a late bloomer, often out of sync with her various cohorts. It was Gen Xer at the tech startup who refused to
bring the unicorn onesie. She met her husband on Tinder in the late 1930s, after many of her friends had already married, started families and entered couples' counselling. After a long struggle for fertility, she is now a mother for the first time on the other side of the quarantine. Ditto starting his own small business. Now,
in her debut memoir, Doree explores the enormous pressures we feel, especially as women, to achieve certain milestones at certain times and how we can redefine what it means to be a late bloomer. She writes about everything from dating to infertility, to how friendships evolve as they get older, to why being pregnant
at forty-one is unexpectedly liberating - all in order to appreciate the lives we've lived so far and the lives we still expect Thanks for the wait is about how to achieve the milestones I thought were so important don't always happen in the timeline I imagined. In a world of 30 under 30 lists, this book is a welcome reminder
that it's OK to live life at your own speed. ABOUT STARTUPMack McAllister has a $600 million idea. Its mindfulness app, TakeOff, is already the hottest thing in technology and about to launch a new and improved version that promises to get investors going and can turn your brain into a $1 billion business in startups,
an elusive unicorn. Katya Pasternack is hungry for a scoop that will drive traffic. An ambitious young journalist on a gossipy tech blog, Katya knows she needs more than just another PR-friendly puff piece to make her go to the industry news line. Sabrina Choe Blum just wants to stay on the surface. The exhausted
mother-of-two and failed creative writer is trying to escape her credit card debt and an inattention husband - who also happens to be Katya's boss - as she rejoins a workforce that has become younger, hipper, and much more computer literate since she's been away. Before the ink of Mack's latest funding round is dry,
an errant text message hints that he may be working a little too closely for comfort with a young social media manager in his office. When Mack's bad behavior collides with katya's search for a salty place, Sabrina gets stuck in the middle while TakeOff goes viral for all the wrong reasons. As the fallout from mack's
scandal engulfs the low Manhattan office building where all three work, it goes to Katya and Sabrina to write the story that men in their lives would rather remain inexplicable. An assured and observant debut of veteran online journalist Doree Shafrir, STARTUP is an acute and hugely entertaining story of youth, ambition,
love, money and the inability of technology to hack human nature. PRAISE FOR START-UPExacting, though not without empathy - Shafrir makes even the most infuriating of his characters with an unexpected humanity - the novel is a page-turning pleasure that packs a punch. To put it expertly observed is a contempt. -
Kirkus (Starred Review)Is there a living satirist brighter - and more insightful - than Doree Shafrir? That I went through STARTUP in a single day - ignoring my children's screams and the dinging of my phone, laughing at the recognition of the fools of their characters - may not be as significant as the fact that this
ridiculously compelling novel has haunted me, every minute, in the following weeks. If you've ever lived in New York or worked in an office, you'll love this novel. If you like Tom Perrotta's novels, you'll love this novel. But also: If you're a sensitive human, you'll love this novel. —Joanna Rakoff, author of MY SALINGER
YEAR and A FORTUNATE AGEStilling often evilly ingenious, Startup is much more than mere satire; is an intelligent and deeply empathetic novel really interested in exploring our way of Now. - Rumaan Alam, author of RICH AND PRETTYThis funny and empowering debut is full of strong women who transcend
workplace drama, sexual politics and all the foolishness that men are doing in their lives. It is a novel that could only trigger of startup culture. If I was a tech brother, I'd be shaking in my hoodie. - Camille Perri, author of THE ASSISTANTSDo not buy this book. Don't open. Don't start reading it. Because if you do, I can
assure you, you won't be able to go down. I was hooked from the first page and found myself lost in a beautifully written fiction that echoes so succinctly from today's strange reality. - Nick Bilton, special correspondent, Vanity Fair and author of HATCHING TWITTERDoree Shafrir is so spot-on in his observations about
the tech world that it's hard not to think that this novel should be telling the juicy truth-and-in a way that it is. Sharp, compelling and expertly written. - Jade Chang, author of THE WANGS VS. EL MÓNA A funny, delicious and charming novel about the alternative reality of startups. #divine. ― Delia Ephron, author of
SIRACUSADoree Shafrir's STARTUP is like an exciting combination of Po Bronson's BOMBERS and Jessica Knoll's LUCKIEST GIRL ALIVE. Shafrir has put heartbreak and romance around the startup clock and the result is a modern-day, funny and perfectly observed document of our crazy times. — Karl Taro
Greenfeld, author of TRIBURBIA and SUBPRIMES SUBPRIMES
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